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Brixen: a fascinating harmony
of architecture and light

Utrecht: a parking facility with
13,500 parking spaces for bicycles

Tauberbischofsheim: sustainable
illumination management

Oxford:
One luminaire, three solutions

Foreword

Dear reader,
The ongoing conversations about sustainability
and basic ecological research are significant
and worth our attention. BEGA’s philosophy
has always been to combat the throwaway
mentality by offering lasting value along with
effective measures of value retention, such as
retrofitting options.
The careful use of resources and the creation
of exemplary production facilities for both
people and the environment continue to form
the basis of our corporate activities.
Our focus on careful construction and the
coordinated use of raw materials are standard
practice for us. We place equal importance
on the continuous development of all luminaire
components in order to strengthen their
resistance to external influences whenever
technical innovations enable us to do so.
BEGA luminaires impress with their durability,
which is particularly well-received on the
market. We remain determined to consolidate
and further expand this position. Using our
products to support projects that are equally
committed to sustainability is a confirmation
of our philosophy.

environmentally-friendly, climate-neutral, fast,
healthy movement that’s also affordable.
Fascinating and certainly out of the ordinary
for many observers. We are extremely pleased
that this unusual construction project relies on
BEGA luminaires in crucial locations.
The lasting value of our luminaires discussed
above was confirmed in impressive fashion in
the beautiful little town of Tauberbischofsheim.
After more than two decades of continuous
use, the luminaires from The Collection BOOM
required nothing more than retrofitting with the
latest LED technology and cleaning – now they
adorn the redesigned city centre once again.
A cost-effective investment in the future that
will continue to prove its worth for decades
to come.
A complex at the legendary English university
of Oxford has won multiple awards.
Our efficient pendant luminaires fulfil all three
lighting requirements for the lecture halls
and foyers. Once again, BEGA products
demonstrate how we define the responsible
and economic use of our products.
I hope you will enjoy reading our magazine!

The new headquarters of Durst Phototechnik
AG in Brixen, South Tyrol, is a futuristic
architectural exclamation mark, the outdoor
areas of which are highlighted by BEGA
luminaires. The impressive illumination reflects
the company‘s confident architectural stride
towards the future.
The bicycle parking facility in Utrecht with
13,500 parking spaces is a testament to

Yours sincerely,

Heinrich Gantenbrink

An architectural statement
Cover story

Outstanding architecture as a testament to the company’s unconditional
and unwavering innovative spirit: The new company headquarters of
Durst Phototechnik AG in Brixen with an adjoining customer centre is setting
new benchmarks. The fascination of light contributes with the futuristic project.
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This futuristic building harnesses
the creative force of light as a medium

T

he original design comes from the
year 1963. The new headquarters of
Durst Phototechnik AG in Brixen,
South Tyrol, makes a spectacular architectural
impression with a low, contoured wing that
soars up into a 35-metre-high tower.
By night, the futuristic building with 850 pixel-like
window elements uses the creative force of light
as a medium. Functional necessity and lighting
design meld together to present the company in
a truly memorable way.

systems reflects its transformation into a highlyintegrated process provider with a look that aims
to inspire employees, partners, customers and
guests alike.

“Striking architecture
allows us to convey
our innovative spirit
to the outside world.”
Christoph Gamper, CEO of the Durst group

Patrik Pedo and Juri Pobitzer of Monovolume
Architects, based in Bolzano, drew on plans
from more than 50 years ago that were only
partially implemented during the construction of
production halls. The futuristic new building now
forms a bracket around these production halls,
setting a unique company statement.
The new company headquarters of this
manufacturer of high-performance digital printing
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Light is a crucial factor in the building’s “work-life
balance” approach. An 850-square-metre glass
roof lets in lots of daylight. The extraordinary
design of the façade also attracts attention at
night. LEDs have been installed in the reveals of
the 850 window elements so that the building
appears as a dynamic façade of pixels by night. 
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Coordinated lighting design extends
architectural accents to the exterior

66 056

The architectural features and technical lighting accents of the spectacular
new headquarters of Durst Phototechnik AG are also extended to the
exterior with a coordinated lighting design. When its dark out, the combination
of different luminaire types gives the functional areas on and in front of the
building an appearance that attracts even more attention.
The illumination of the access gates is as future-oriented as the building
concept itself. The charging station area for electric vehicles is illuminated
by ceiling luminaires. Compact and efficient downlights provide additional
illumination: The partially frosted crystal glass creates an element of vertical
luminous intensity that supplements the downward-directed light with a
multi-faceted play of light.
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Square BEGA recessed wall luminaires produce unshielded
light and provide the high degree of illuminance required.
These high-quality luminaires also feature narrow frames
without screws.
24 216

Client Durst Phototechnik AG, Brixen (Italy)
Architecture monovolume architecture-design, Bolzano
Project Management Pohl+Partner, Latsch
Lighting/Electrical Design Von Lutz electrical and lighting projects, Klausen
Project Consultant Eurolicht, Bolzano
Photos Paolo Riolzi, Milan

Their extremely low maintenance requirements underline
the sustainability of the plan as a whole. BEGA bollards
with high luminous efficiency are used to illuminate the
paths around the building. They are characterised by
a highly uniform degree of illuminance. With 360-degree
light emission, they produce eye-catching illumination
and provide highlights of their own. 
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The lighting experience highlights
and underlines the appeal of excellent
architectural design.
The effects of light building elements
catch the visitor’s eye and draw
attention to the spectacular view.
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For Durst Phototechnik AG, the striking
new headquarters is also a declaration of
commitment to its base in Brixen.
The spectacular façade of this compact,
uniform structure demands close examination
of the architecture in all its details, while new
visual impressions continually engage and
captivate the observer.
The front view of the building is dedicated
entirely to the futuristic architecture of the
soaring façade. “The line of the glass base

zone is taken up and continued with a slightly
contoured, elongated structure that seems
to hover above it”, explain the architects at
Monovolume Architects.
During planning, emphasis was placed on
outdoor areas, which are intended to provide
quick and convenient orientation. The access
road to the company premises was also
rearranged during the planning phase.
Delivery access was separated from the
access road for personnel and customers.

The driveway leads to a forecourt from
which the roofed customer entrance can
be accessed.
BEGA light building elements structure and
illuminate the parking area of the company
headquarters. Their high visual impact
underlines the architectural intricacies and
nuances that captivate visitors as they
approach. The equally impressive lighting
experience sets the stage for this one-of-a-kind
building. ■
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The world’s largest
bicycle parking facility
A unique project in the Dutch city of Utrecht has three objectives:
comfort, speed and safety. Welcome to a record-breaking structure:
a warm and atmospheric parking facility for bicycles.
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Client City of Utrecht (Netherlands)
Construction Management BBN adviseurs, Houten
Architecture Ector Hoogstad Architecten, Rotterdam
Landscape Architect Buro Sant En Co, The Hague
Lighting Designer Arup, Amsterdam

Cycling is transformed into an attraction
in a bright and superlative complex

S

uperlatives don’t always have refer to the
size or impact of something. They often
refer to something astonishing and out of
the ordinary. A parking facility with a warm and
pleasant atmosphere? That’s an exception rather
than the rule, and a superlative in itself. The bicycle
parking facility in the Dutch city of Utrecht embraces
this status and quantifies it for us: 13,500 spaces
is a world record for a bicycle garage.
It’s not surprising that this record has been
achieved in one of the most important traffic hubs
in a country with such an affinity for the twowheeled form of transport. The implementation
of the project, which lends a special touch to the
newly designed area around the train station, is
remarkable. The world’s largest bicycle parking
facility under the station forecourt features a
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honeycomb steel roof with 49 integrated foil
cushions. This creates a connection between
the outdoors and this extraordinary underground
world. Where underground parking otherwise
mutates into an oppressive use of space in
bare and bleak functional buildings, the Utrecht
Model offers a perspective of unique architectural
features and an inviting and friendly design.
Trumpet-shaped support elements
On the ground floor of the parking facility,
the public cycle lane runs right through the length
of the building.
Ramps branching off to the sides lead to parking
spaces on the lower and upper levels.
Three trumpet-like concrete supports bear the
weight of the enormous canopy and penetrate
through the multi-storey structure.

Sophisticated service and great lighting
The building’s combination of concrete, steel and
wood is in stark contrast to the cold impression
of conventional parking facilities. “Cycling through
the garage has become a unique experience,” say
the architects at Ector Hoogstad Architecten.
“It is not just another part of everyday life in the
city, but almost an attraction in its own right.”
Light signals indicate free parking spaces.
Other features include a bicycle workshop, bicycle
rental and a floor manager on each floor.
Excellent lighting guarantees safety and contributes
to the atmosphere of a bright and welcoming
complex. BEGA recessed ceiling luminaires with
unshielded and directed light fulfil this crucial
task, illuminating paths and walls for ample visual
comfort and safety. ■

Did you know...
The Utrecht Centraal railway station is the
busiest railway station in the Netherlands.
Nearly 1,500 trains carry 195,000
passengers per day. Almost every major
city in the Netherlands is connected by
train to this important hub in the heart of
the country.

The already outstanding optics of
BEGA recessed ceiling luminaires are
constantly being refined.
BEGA Vortex Optics ® enables perfect
light deflection thanks to a more
intensive concentration of the light.
24 146

24 147
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Fit for a long future
For more than two decades, BEGA pole-top luminaires have defined
the unmistakable appearance of the centre of Tauberbischofsheim.
During a recent redesign of the town centre, the luminaires were
upgraded with the latest LED technology for the decades to come.

B

EGA luminaires convince with their
impressive quality and durability. Their
service life is considerably longer than
the industry standards. When redesigning the
pedestrian zone and town hall square, the small
town of Tauberbischofsheim benefited from the
fact that the sophisticated and timeless design
and extraordinary durability of the luminaires
means that they still appear “brand new” even
after decades of use.
The “Rome” wall luminaires and pole-top luminaires
from The Collection BOOM contribute to the
unmistakable look of Tauberbischofsheim town
centre. The city wanted to at least retain the form
of the stylish BEGA luminaires in the new design.
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In the next step of the project assessment,
however, it quickly became clear that they could
in fact retain the luminaires entirely. Although the
luminaires had been in service in the town for
well over 20 years, their structure and paintwork
had been so well preserved that it made sense
to continue using them.
Professional cleaning was the only investment
required and the only technical modification
to these traditionally crafted luminaires was to
upgrade the lamps to LED modules. This will
greatly reduce energy costs and ensure even
more efficient illumination. Custom-made luminaire
glass made of high-quality transparent synthetic
material was also added to the luminaires. 
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Client City of Tauberbischofsheim (Germany)
Landscape Architect Adler und Olesch, Nuremberg
City Lighting Netze BW GmbH, Stuttgart
Lighting Design Studio DL, Hildesheim

Soft and even light distribution
thanks to LED conversion kits

How can urban lighting, previously outfitted
with mercury vapour lamps, be converted to
the latest LED technology?
The team of lighting designers at Studio DL
formulated clear requirements for the project
in Tauberbischofsheim:
The upgraded luminaires should not produce
excessive glare or merely spotlight the
façade, but provide pleasant and convenient
illumination of the public space as well as the
façades and installation surfaces.
BEGA supplied more than 100 conversion
kits to upgrade the BOOM luminaires with
LED technology.
The light from the LED modules is distributed
softly and uniformly by an opal glass sphere.
The lighting designers also formulated
specifications regarding luminous flux, light
distribution and the positioning of the light
sources to minimise glare. Where needed,
the luminaire glass was satin-finished to
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provide soft lighting for the installation
surfaces. As a result, the town has
preserved the treasured, characteristic
illumination of its existing luminaires
while bringing them in line with the latest
technology and significantly improving the
economic conditions.
The BEGA luminaires illuminate squares,
streets and façades and also serve as
entrance lighting. They not only ensure
efficient and significantly more cost-effective
illumination of traffic areas, but also fit in
with the overriding aim of enhancing the
potential of the night-time urban image
and guaranteeing an even better lighting
atmosphere.
After the redesign, the striking buildings of
Tauberbischofsheim will be illuminated and
integrated into the lighting concept of the
city along with its trees and fountains. ■

Special solutions for special
architectural requirements:
The “Rome” luminaire from
The Collection BOOM is also
used as a pendant luminaire.

The tried-and-tested
luminaires in the town
centre were retained during
the redesign. They merely
required converting to LED
technology.

BEGA wall luminaires
also contribute to
the urban image of
Tauberbischofsheim by
providing prestigious
entrance lighting.

Stylish BEGA wall luminaires
from The Collection BOOM
with corner mounting blocks:
high quality preserved
through multiple decades.

BEGA’s LED conversion kits
contain internal opal glass
spheres that distribute the
light softly and evenly.

Satin-finished synthetic
luminaire glass is used in
some places to take the
lighting concept of the
planners and glare-free
lighting into account.
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Building Developer Worcester College in the University of Oxford (Great Britain)
Principal Construction Company Beard Construction, Oxford
Project Management Bidwells, London
Architecture Níall McLaughlin Architects, London
Landscape Architecture Simon Bagnall, Oxford
Electrical installation Haysham, Witney / Oxfordshire
Photography Nick Kane, Kingston / Surrey

Ordering space,
light and form
BEGA pendant luminaires in the award-winning
Sultan Nazrin Shah Centre in Oxford
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With a single luminaire type,
three illumination solutions can be implemented in one

W

orcester College is one of the many
colleges that make up the University
of Oxford, an icon of English education.
The Sultan Nazrin Shah Centre, named after
the son of the Sultan of Perak in Malaysia, an
alumnus of Worcester College, was constructed
in the extensive and idyllic gardens of the historic
college.
The multi-award-winning complex includes a
lecture hall, seminar rooms and a dance studio.
The auditorium was designed in the style of an
ancient Greek amphitheatre. Níall McLaughlin‘s
architects designed the building as an elegant
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ensemble flooded with daylight and timeless
charm. It seems as though it has always been
part of the college, yet meets all the modern
requirements of such a building.
The combination of traditional craftsmanship and
state-of-the-art construction technology – using
lots of natural materials – is bolstered by lighting
technology that allows the architecture to shine
even at night. The BEGA pendant luminaires
used here fulfil three lighting design requirements
at once: a high degree of illuminance in the
room, an unshielded component for vertical
illuminance in the room and an additional upper
light emission to illuminate the ceilings.

The individual lighting functions of the
pendant luminaires are DALI controllable to
create the desired lighting atmosphere.
BEGA pendant luminaire downlights use
a different design to provide these lighting
options in the foyer.
The Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA), a global member organisation
dedicated to excellence in architecture,
praised the Worcester College complex:
“It is the architectural design – the timeless
pursuit of ordering space and light and
form – that makes it a thing of pure joy.” ■

Only the downlights of the
luminaires are switched on.
The light is directed downwards,
illuminating the floor and providing
visual comfort for visitors.
This lighting directs the eye
towards the activity on stage.

The downlights and unshielded
components of the luminaires
are switched on. The entire
room is illuminated much more
brightly. Soft light creates a
pleasant lighting sensation.

The downlights, unshielded
components and upper light
emission of the pendant
luminaires are switched on.
The room is illuminated evenly.

BEGA.com
The latest information on our luminaires
All relevant luminaire data and tools for using our luminaires are easily
accessible on our website BEGA.com. Always up to date with the latest
power information, which can change due to technical progress and
constant development. Data sheets and instructions for use for each
luminaire, along with planning aids for DIALux or Autodesk Revit, for
instance, round off the extensive range.

BEGA
P.O. Box 3160 · 58689 Menden
Hennenbusch · 58708 Menden
Germany

07 000 441

Phone +49 23 73 966 - 0
exporte @ bega.com · www.bega.com

